Chapter 6 Lesson 1
Part 1 (pg. 216 – 222)

How Does the Immune System Protect the Body?
Name: ______________________

Date: _____________

Great Ready to Learn
⬧ In the beginning, God created the human body ________________– no
disease, no death.
⬧ When __________________ came into the world, things changed.
⬧ Even with the effects of sin, your body is still __________________.
⬧ It even works even it is __________________ taken care of as well as it
should be.
⬧ At times, the body can become __________________, or an illness can take
hold.
⬧ A simple __________________ can cause a cold or the flu.
⬧ __________________ may cause an earache or sore throat.
Immune System
⬧ Every surface you touch, even the air you breathe, has the
__________________ to make you sick.
⬧ __________________, organisms that can cause disease, lurk all around us.
⬧ They are __________________, __________________,
__________________, and __________________.
⬧ Fortunately, our bodies have several __________________ that protect us
against all types of pathogens.
⬧ The initial defenses are known as __________________-line defenses.
⬧ Your skin, your respiratory system, and your digestive system all have firstline defenses that form __________________ to harmful pathogens.
⬧ Sometimes, however, harmful pathogens manage to get ____________ these
first-line defenses.
⬧ Then your __________________ system, a complex group of your body’s
defenses against disease, works against specific pathogens.
⬧ The immune system is your __________________ weapon in your body’s
defense against specific harmful pathogens.
⬧ There are __________________ lines of defense that the immune system
has at its disposal.
First-Line Defenses: The Barriers to Infection
⬧ The first-line defenses against pathogens are made up of
__________________ and __________________ barriers.
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⬧ These barriers can trap or kill pathogens __________________ they can
attack you.
⬧ Your __________________ is the largest physical barrier against pathogens.
⬧ The outer layer of skin is made up of tough cells that are constantly
__________________, making it difficult for pathogens to enter.
⬧ __________________, or tiny hairs, line the nose and respiratory tract.
⬧ Pathogens are trapped by cilia and can be __________________ by
sneezing, coughing, or blowing your nose.
⬧ __________________ barriers, such as mucus, tears, saliva, and sweat, trap
or wash away pathogens.
⬧ Your saliva and tears contain an enzyme called __________________ that
protects you from bacterial invasion.
⬧ Acid and other types of disease-fighting enzymes line your
__________________ and __________________.
⬧ Parts of the first-line defenses: __________________
⬧ Tears wash away __________________ substances and microbes.
⬧ __________________ kills many bacteria.
⬧ Parts of the first-line defenses: __________________
⬧ Skin provides a __________________ barrier against microbes.
⬧ Acidic skin cells discourage the growth of __________________.
⬧ Sweat, oil, and fatty acid secretions ______________ many bacteria.
⬧ Parts of the first-line defenses: Large Intestine
⬧ __________________ bacterial inhabitants keep invaders in check.
⬧ Parts of the first-line defenses: __________________
⬧ Saliva washes __________________ from the teeth and mucous
membranes of the mouth.
⬧ Lysozyme kills many bacteria.
⬧ Parts of the first-line defenses: Respiratory Track
⬧ __________________ traps organisms.
⬧ Cilia sweep away trapped __________________.
⬧ Parts of the first-line defenses: Stomach
⬧ __________________ kills organisms.
⬧ Parts of the first-line defenses: Bladder
⬧ __________________ washes microbes from the urethra.
Second-Line Defense: The Inflammatory Response
⬧ Sometimes a pathogen manages to get __________________ your body’s
physical and chemical barriers.
⬧ For example, you might get a splinter in your foot.
⬧ Pathogens from the splinter can __________________ your body.
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⬧ Or maybe you are tired or stressed, have not been eating well, or are
recovering from another illness.
⬧ If so, your body’s physical and chemical barriers might not be able to fight
off __________________.
⬧ They can enter your body and begin to __________________ your cells.
⬧ What are other examples of how pathogens might be able to get past the
body’s first-line defenses?
⬧ If pathogens invade your body, the attackers are met by a
__________________ line of defense.
⬧ The __________________ response takes over.
⬧ If a splinter has entered your skin, __________________ from the damaged
cells cause the walls of nearby blood vessels to __________________.
⬧ This allows __________________ blood to flow into the area under attack.
⬧ This __________________ blood flow can cause the area around the
splinter to become red, swollen, and painful.
⬧ Other chemicals from the damaged cells attract white blood cells, known as
__________________.
⬧ There are two main types of leukocytes, __________________ and
__________________.
⬧ __________________ are white blood cells that engulf foreign particles,
bacteria, and other harmful pathogens.
⬧ One type of phagocyte, a __________________, can migrate out of blood
vessels and into tissues.
⬧ There, the monocyte develops into a __________________.
⬧ Macrophages work slowly, taking __________________ to surround and
break down pathogens.
⬧ They consume __________________ quantities of materials and release
some undigested particles back into the __________________ to be
devoured by other phagocytes.
⬧ You have probably seen the _________ that sometimes forms around an
infection.
⬧ Sometimes the inflammatory response also causes a __________________.
⬧ A fever may make you feel uncomfortable, but it is __________________
your body.
⬧ Higher body temperatures slow the _________________ of some pathogens.
⬧ Thus, a fever helps fight off __________________.
⬧ The inflammatory response also helps your body deal with
__________________, burns, and other damage to __________________.
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Third-Line Defense: The Immune Response
⬧ The first and second lines of defense are __________________ responses.
⬧ That is, the chemical and physical barriers and the inflammatory response
does not __________________ one invader from another.
⬧ Sometimes a __________________ gets by these first two lines of defense.
⬧ That is when a __________________ line of defense steps in.
⬧ A specific __________________ response occurs against specific
pathogens.
⬧ Your immune system contains tens of millions of __________________,
which are special white blood cells known as lymphocyte.
⬧ T-helper cells turn on the __________________ system.
⬧ __________________ cells identify specific pathogens.
⬧ That is because each pathogen contains a specific maker called an
__________________ that only one type of killer T cell can recognize.
⬧ Thousands of kinds of pathogens exist, but you have so many different T
cells that they can __________________ nearly all of them.
⬧ Think about how you can look at a large crowd of students and immediately
identify your classmates.
⬧ In a similar way, T cells can __________________ one pathogen from
another.
⬧ If a T cell recognizes the antigen of a pathogen on a body cell, it
__________________ that cell.
⬧ Your immune system also contains another kind of white blood cell, a
__________________.
⬧ B lymphocyte cells, also known a __________________, produce proteins
that help destroy pathogens.
⬧ Each kind of B cell produces just one kind of __________________.
⬧ Each protein, called an __________________, has a structure that fits onto
the molecules from a certain pathogen.
⬧ The antibody and the pathogen fit __________________ like puzzle pieces.
⬧ After an infection is gone, memory B cells and memory T cells
__________________ in your body.
⬧ They will help your immune system respond __________________ if you
are exposed to the same kind of pathogen again.
⬧ They also help you resist some illnesses by giving you
__________________, the body’s ability to fight off pathogens before they
can cause illness.
⬧ Your parents or grandparents might remember getting chicken pox as
children.
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⬧ __________________ people have been infected with chicken pox, their
immune systems produce memory T cells and memory B cells.
⬧ These memory cells __________________ in their bodies again.
⬧ The antibodies in their blood quickly __________________ the chicken pox
virus before it can make them sick.
⬧ Because of the memory cells, many people who have had chicken pox are
__________________ to the disease.
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